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CESIE / Italy - cesie.org
Rosina Ndukwe:
rosina.ndukwe@cesie.org

die Berater® / Austria - dieberater.com
Franziska Steffen:
f.steffen@dieberater.com

ST.H / Italy - sthitalia.com
Marianna Mineo
mmineo@sthitalia.com

HELIOTEC SL. / Spain - heliotec.org
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Jose Segarra Murria:
jsegarra@heliotec.es

EUROTraining / Greece - eurotraining.gr
Katerina Kostakou:
kkostakou@4-elements.org
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EUC Syd / Denmark - eucsyd.dk
Lucienne Pubellier:
lpu@eucsyd.dk

Lene Sandholdt:
lbs@eucsyd.dk
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The project

General aims of the project

Renewable Energies is a growing and profitable industrial sector in Europe.

To increase the knowledge of the VET sector in partners countries,
dedicated to renewable energy.

But in spite of its importance and great expectations of continuing growth, there is
still a lack of skilled employees. Very often installation and maintenance services
are in the hands of young people without a specific training.
NE(W)AVE’s project aims to create, test and implement a comprehensive learning
model for the future professionals in the renewable energies.
The project foresees that young VET graduates or about to graduate can follow an
online course that allows them to update and focus their skills on renewable
energy. Skills that will not only be theoretical but above all practical.
Through this course, people trained, will also have the opportunity to complete a
period of mobility in Spain and Italy hosted by two companies.

To enhance the technical skills of learners.
To open a new potential market for young people in possession
of more traditional skills such as electricians, plumbers and installers.
To strengthen the skills of VET teachers and trainers.
To investigate which professionals’ profiles, companies of the sector want.
To increase the ability of young people to compete in a competitive market.
To promote innovative teaching methods.
To promote mobility in the field of education, training and knowledge in Europe.

Results
A gap analysis in each country
in order to examine the existing training opportunities, trainers,
teachers and companies working in the sector will be interviewed
to outline the real needs of the sector both in terms of thematic
content and real needs of companies.

A new online course

based on the results of the analysis and based on a proven learning
model.

An e-toolkit for teachers and
trainers
dedicated to online training and the management of European
mobility

Best practices

gathered during the project will be made available to all
institutions, companies and public administrations to strengthen
sectoral policies in the renewable energy field in Europe.

